Maize cystatins respond to developmental cues, cold stress and drought.
Comprehensive searches of maize EST data allowed us to identify 8 novel Corn Cystatin (CC) genes in addition to the previously known genes CCI and CCII. The deduced amino acid sequences of all 10 genes contain the typical cystatin family signature. In addition, they show an extended overall similarity with cystatins from other species that belong to several different phyto-cystatin subfamilies. To gain further insight into their respective roles in the maize plant, gene-specific expression profiles were established by semi-quantitative RT-PCR. While 7 CC genes were expressed in two or more tissues varying from gene to gene, CCI was preferentially expressed in immature tassels and CC8 and CC10 in developing kernels. As shown by in situ hybridisation of maize kernels, CC8 was specifically expressed in the basal region of the endosperm and CC10 both in the starchy endosperm and the scutellum of the embryo. The remaining, not kernel-specific genes, all had distinct expression kinetics during kernel development, generally with peaks during the early stages. In addition to developmental regulation, the effect of cold stress and water starvation were tested on cystatin expression. Two genes (CC8 and CC9) were induced by cold stress and 5 genes (CCII, CC3, CC4, CC5 and CC9) were down-regulated in response to water starvation. Taken together our data suggest distinct functions for CC genes in the maize plant.